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The Story of Shoes in Trees:
Understanding History as an Existential
and Social (but not Temporal) Narrative
BRYAN D. ORTHEL

ABSTRACT—Somehow we conceive of the past as solid, inviolable, and sacred. Similarly in preservation and advocacy, our categorizations, motives, and interpretation of the past presuppose the value or importance of history. But
what is the value of history and preservation for our modern world? John Ruskin, William Morris, Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Camillo Boito, and Alois Riegl each asserted reasons for preserving. In our current debates,
we are often unclear. History and heritage no longer exist as inviolable, separate, or sacred entities. Instead, history is
common—base even—and belongs to everyone. As preservationists, we struggle in explaining why history and preservation matter. The fundamental questions of why history is valued are frequently addressed inadequately. When we
are asked directly, we—as preservationists and humans—struggle to answer the question: “Why should we protect
this past?” In the increasingly complex modern world, we need greater clarity about preservation’s intentions to guide
our actions to preserve. The essay uses historical and cultural landscape analyses to argue for reconsidering how to
understand history in the everyday landscape. Considering our historical consciousness--the ways we understand
and use history—provides increased clarity to understand the implications and results of negotiating history.

INTRODUCTION
I can come back in ten years and look and, like, “Oh,
my shoes” … I think bottom line [the shoe tree]
signifies brotherhood … There’s three decades of
shoes up there—and one single house—one single
fraternity. I mean the names change, but the meanings
don’t.1 (Members of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity)
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S

omehow we—in common use—conceive of the
idea of the past as solid, inviolable, and sacred.2
Similarly, in preservation work and advocacy,
our categorizations of the past, motives for its preservation, and interpretation of that past presuppose the
value or importance of history, but also derive from our
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illusion of the present. What then is the value of history and preservation for our modern world? In their
foundational arguments more than a century ago, John
Ruskin ([1880] 1989), William Morris ([1877, 1878, 1884]
1996a-c), Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc ([1866] 1990),
Camillo Boito ([1893] 2009), and Alois Riegl ([1903] 1982)
each asserted reasons for preserving. But in our current
debates, we are unclear. Often the preservation debate is a
version of “History matters” versus “History is not worth
that much.”3 In our contemporary world, history and
heritage no longer exist as inviolable and sacred entities.4
Resolving the question about history’s value requires
more than arguing that history is empirical, truthful, or
only understandable through actions we call heritage.
International debates about the value of intangible heritage
demonstrate that history is only artificially indistinguishable from heritage. Instead, history is common—base
even—and belongs to everyone (Smith and Akagawa
2009; Said 2000). Common history exists as experience and living narrative without a linear sense of time.
As passionate advocates against undesirable change
or professionally trained preservationists, we struggle
in explaining why history and preservation matter. The
question about history’s value challenges us. We discuss
historic character, authenticity, or criteria for significance, but rarely are specific about the value we place on
the idea of the past. And, when we do discuss historic
value, our discussions are less critical and complete than
they could be. Shifts in preservation practice have emphasized cultural value (e.g., values-centered preservation,
Burra Charter), advocated for embracing new justifications (e.g., sustainability, economics, and pragmatics),
and recognized new challenges for interpreting and
understanding such cultural values (e.g., changing technology and culture) (Mason 2006; Rypkema 2007; Kozoil
2008; Clark 2010; Hodge 2011; Suchet and Raspaud 2010;
Swentzell 1997). These shifts are commendable, but primarily provide tangential reasons for preserving while
leaving unstated the foundational reasons for preservation. The fundamental questions of why history is valued
are frequently glossed over, ignored, or addressed in a
way that is lacking in honest exploration. When we are
asked directly, we—as preservationists and humans—
struggle to answer the question: “Why should we protect
this past?” In the increasingly complex modern world,
we need greater clarity about preservation’s intentions
to guide our actions to preserve. For example, why do
we value bronze plaques, but not more informal, vernacular markers of the past—like shoes hanging in trees?
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A debate over the history, value, and appropriateness
of two trees in the College Hill neighborhood in Pullman,
Washington, demonstrates how understanding history’s
meaning is both existential and essential. The trees were
not extraordinary or unique (see Figure 1). Instead, the
stories of these trees were written and debated in the
regular, everyday course of life. To access these stories, I
simply asked questions and listened to the responses from
local residents or read media reports and social media
postings. This research was completed following an oral
history procedure approved by the Washington State
University Institutional Review Board. The oral history
interviews were contextualized using a review of public
records, a review of publicly available media and online
reporting, and an observation of the cultural landscape.
The names of research participants have been altered
to shield their identities. As real and common, the stories of these two trees reveal concepts about how people
understand and use history. Listing and considering the
ways people understand, use, and value history should
prompt rethinking about how preservation engages history, people, and resources.
SHOES IN TREES
Why are shoes in trees valued less than cast bronze
plaques? Monuments and markers of history may be
bronze plaques announcing long-past events. Such symbols tell us that history happened, but do not mark the
history we know. More informal statements and signs
represent our personal histories. As thinking individuals, we are conscious of our own past and understand
other versions of the past beyond our own experience.5
Significantly, this consciousness of history (or historical
consciousness) negotiates between individual and social
practices that define identity and communal understanding of the past. In other words, history (the past) is
a socially created understanding. As preservationists and
individuals creating history, we must be aware of what
we are forming. Between 2008 and 2011, residents of the
College Hill neighborhood quietly debated the value and
continued existence of a pair of trees hung with shoes.
The “shoe trees” informally marked the history of one
group of residents, the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity (DSP).
To members of the fraternity, the shoe trees were a source
of pride and identity about the organization’s past. Others
viewed the shoe trees, and consequently the fraternity,
negatively. Informal, everyday history was pitted against
accepted “official” history. How do both sets of historical
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Fig. 1. Lost tradition, shoes, and pride. The shoes hanging in the Delta Sigma Phi shoe trees represented history, brotherhood,
and the fraternity’s identity. As much as the fraternity’s letters, the shoes were the symbol associated with the house. After the
trees were cut down in 2011, the wood from the trunks was stacked nearby. The shoes were chipped along with the branches.
(Images by author.)

value co-exist? Do preservationists recognize the loss for
individuals and social groups when a part of the past is
labeled irrelevant or unworthy? The conflict over these
shoe trees shows the unremarkable, side-by-side, and
mixed reality of historical use and understanding.
The College Hill neighborhood wraps around the
western and northern edges of the Washington State
University campus. The neighborhood developed as a
primarily residential area between the campus and the
town’s downtown core. Today, the neighborhood contains a diverse mixture of long-time permanent residents
(e.g., university faculty and staff, as well as unaffiliated
residents) and annual residents, mostly college students,
who rent apartments or live in housing provided by social
organizations such as fraternities or sororities. Residents
from urban areas, rural settings, and international backgrounds mingle throughout the neighborhood. The town
and land-grant university draw a diverse economic and
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cultural population heavily influenced by agricultural,
engineering, and science-based interests. Local businesses and a few religious organizations support the
residential population and people who visit the neighborhood en route to campus. Long-term residents discuss
the neighborhood’s struggle to balance the interests of
all residents. Property owners express concerns about
maintaining economic value. Annual residents value
the location and college culture that pervades, but are
generally unaware of longer-term issues within the neighborhood. A neighborhood organization advocates the
goals of the long-term residents, but also actively includes
students and other residents in discussions and activities.
The organization also supports preservation of the neighborhood’s buildings and brick roads.
The Delta Sigma Phi fraternity house is located on
Oak Street along the southern edge of the College Hill
neighborhood. Oak Street was once the main entrance
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to the adjacent Washington State University campus.
Today, Oak Street provides a heavily used pedestrian
route for students walking or biking to campus. (The
main entrance that once stood at the end of Oak Street
was moved in the mid-1950s to accommodate campus
growth. An replica arch marking the original main
entrance was reconstructed in 2003).6 Moving west from
where Oak Street meets campus, the block closest to the
university contains the back entrance to the university
president’s house, two apartment buildings, and the DSP
house. Large, single-family houses, apartment buildings,
and retail businesses fill the next block. Most of the multiunit housing on the street, including the DSP house,
was constructed after 1960. Other buildings date from
the early twentieth century. The area around the DSP
house is not differentiated from the rest of the neighborhood in any significant way. Oak Street is a typical place
within the community. Although long-term and annual
residents in the neighborhood knew of the shoe trees,
no particular controversy about the trees or fraternity
existed. The DSP fraternity respected its neighbors and
saw themselves as equal members of the neighborhood.
Residents outside the fraternity expressed no specific
opinions about the fraternity. While members of the
neighborhood association might have commented on
the trees, the organization held no position about their
continued existence nor discussed actively changing the
situation. Even as the continued existence of the shoe
trees was contested between 2008 and 2011, the digital
and in-person discussion was a low-key event noted in the
background of the neighborhood’s everyday life.
The Delta Sigma Phi fraternity’s shoe trees were a
fluid monument contested in physical, digital, historical, and conceptual aspects of the landscape. Shoes hung
from the branches of two sycamore trees in the front
yard of the fraternity house. Beginning in 2008, over the
span of four years at least four distinct people, who were
neighborhood residents, fraternity alumni, or city officials, pressed unsuccessfully for the removal of the shoes
(Code enforcement narrative, email correspondences, law
enforcement narrative, and city council meeting minutes, City of Pullman, WA, public records; members of
Delta Sigman Phi fraternity; Mason 2010; Save the Shoe
Tree! Facebook). In 2008 a city police officer notified the
fraternity that he viewed the shoe trees as a visual nuisance, but no enforcement action was taken because city
administrators were uncomfortable with the implications of the situation (Law enforcement narratives, City
of Pullman, WA, public records). In 2009 a few fraternity
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alumni initiated discussions with the city about removing
the trees (email correspondences, City of Pullman, WA,
public records). The neighborhood association suggested
the removal of the shoes would be a welcome gesture to
“clean up” the neighborhood. In 2010 city council meeting
minutes noted the concern of the neighborhood’s council
member: “some of those old shoes ha[ve] been there for
years and [the council member] would like to see them
removed or to cut the tree [sic] down” (City of Pullman,
WA, public records ). City officials contacted the DSP fraternity again. A few months later, one fraternity member
described his view of the conflict to the local newspaper:
“[The city] just pretty much came to our house … and
said, ‘So the city decided you guys can’t do it anymore.’
… We’ve been doing this for 24 years, so it’s kind of like
a bummer” (Mason 2010). To his perspective, the DSP’s
shoe-throwing tradition was a part of the city that did
not disturb most residents. The low-key character of this
sequence elicited strong emotion, but was not an active
fight. Instead, individuals acted to protect their own view
of how the neighborhood—and the trees—should be.
In response to each round of efforts to remove the
shoes, fraternity members and some alumni argued to
preserve the shoe trees and more formally recognize their
history. To them, the shoe trees represented an important
tradition, identity, and history. Although the fraternity,
city government, and alumni agreed at various times
that the shoes could be removed, no one had the will to
destroy the marker. In October 2011, the local electricity
utility cut down the trees as a safety hazard to power lines,
irrespective of the shoe trees’ historic or social value. The
shoes were not separated from branches before being fed
into a chipper; the tree trunks were cut for firewood (see
Figure 1). The story of how the shoe trees were glorified,
reviled, and ignored demonstrates the reality of a negotiated monument and history with multiple, conflicting
meanings.
The DSP shoe trees were a created symbol and marker
that was alternatively an art project, adolescent jubilation,
the past, tradition, and continuation. While the motives
are unclear, sources agree a fraternity member threw the
first shoes during the 1981-82 school year (Save the Shoe
Tree! Facebook). The initial motive—whatever it was—
was replaced with a story about brotherhood and identity.
The practice of throwing shoes into the trees became an
annual ritual marking the anniversary of the organization’s creation in 1899. Fraternity members celebrated
their relationship by throwing their individual shoes
into a communal tree that symbolized the brotherhood
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extending backward and forward. Two fraternity members explained to me:
Avi:

[Your shoes are in the
tree with] all the other
ones of people you don’t
even know, but you’re
still connected with …
so, it’s more of a kind-a
bringing together.

Axel:

It’s like you’re part of
something.

This meaning was understood outside the fraternity. In an informal conversation with me, a resident of
the College Hill neighborhood shared a story about the
breadth of this understanding. Only a few months before
the trees were removed in the fall of 2011, a nine-year-old
girl who did not live on College Hill explained the shoe
trees to a friend who did live in the neighborhood. The
girl explained that the shoes in the trees represented a
connection to people who had been there before. If her
shoes had laces, the girl said, she would tie them together
and throw them into the trees so she could be part of the
group too. The girl’s retelling of the story demonstrates
the widespread appeal and understanding of the shoe
trees outside the fraternity.
Although the practice of throwing shoes was suspended in 2009 in response to complaints, the shoe trees’
meaning and significance to the fraternity remained
strong. Fraternity members described the trees as the
sign that identified them to the campus community.
During interviews with me, the members explained that
their fraternity was frequently described as the “shoe tree
house”. They were proud that their ritual remembrance
of the organization’s history was the symbol that identified the fraternity to others. At one point, the fraternity
inquired about a local historic landmark designation recognizing the shoe trees. As they described the response,
the authorities rebuffed their question as “inappropriate”. The fraternity members laughed off the response,
but their body language and tone of voice suggested that
the rejection hurt. While parts of the community could
not perceive the shoe trees as a formal monument, as
an informal one the trees mixed prideful identity and
tradition.
Externally, fraternity alumni whose membership
predated the shoe trees challenged the current members’
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statements of meaning attached to the shoe trees (email
correspondences, City of Pullman, WA, public records).
These alumni were, perhaps, more cognizant of the fraternity’s possible relationship with the neighborhood
residents and the politics of Pullman. But they also held
their own view of what the fraternity had been and should
be. They recognized that some local residents perceived
the shoes as trash or visual clutter. They acknowledged
that the residents would view a different marker of the
fraternity’s history and brotherhood more positively.
Other alumni commented on a Facebook page in support of the shoe trees and about the trees’ value to the
fraternity (Save the Shoe Tree! Facebook).
To community members, the shoe trees represented
several simultaneous meanings. Local police officers saw
the shoe trees as visual nuisance, public safety hazards, or
gang markers (Law enforcement report, email correspondences, city council meeting minutes, City of Pullman,
WA, public records). Neighbors were perplexed by the
question of how or why shoes in a tree could be a positive marker of anything. Discussing the shoe trees with
me, one resident of the neighborhood acknowledged that
the marker was not for her “sub-community.” All the
same, some neighbors wanted the shoes removed (email
correspondences, city council meeting minutes, City of
Pullman, WA, public records ). For these more permanent
community members, the shoe trees were a solidified,
negative monument that conflicted with their preferred
view of the community. The city mayor was quoted in a
local blog, “College students should have standards too”
(Nelson 2009). The university encouraged the fraternity
to adopt a different tradition (ibid.).
A PUBLIC MEETING
In October 2011 the city of Pullman held a public
hearing about proposed design guidelines to shape future
development in the College Hill neighborhood. I observed
the discussion as a non-resident of the community. The
neighborhood association supported the new guidelines
with a few clarifications. Two student representatives
expressed no opinion regarding the guidelines. Other
community members, including several landowners and
businesspeople who owned rental housing in the College
Hill neighborhood, raised objections to the guidelines.
Their objections included strong philosophical concerns
about the regulation of their property, issues related to
due process and zoning procedures, and stylistic and
economic worry deriving from specific restrictions in the
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guidelines. A particular point of contention arose from
the guidelines’ purpose in protecting the aesthetic and
historic character of the College Hill area. One person
argued that the diversity of the existing neighborhood
would be impossible to regulate. Someone sarcastically
suggested labeling every historic house on the hill, so
people would know what history—not just old—looked
like. “The shed in the backyard [of the historic house] is
not worth protecting,” another speaker asserted. The discussion deteriorated to a point where one speaker claimed
that the only purpose of the guidelines was to subject
everyone else to the “personal opinion” and taste of a particular community resident advocating for the guidelines.
A problem emerges from both the meeting and the
question of the shoe trees: in modern society, individual
members of the communities hold distinct, legitimate
(and sometimes conflicting) values, understandings, and
approaches about maintaining their neighborhoods and
histories. Although the regulatory approach to protecting the neighborhood relies on definitive and objectively
enforced rules, no single truth emerges from the collective ideas expressed by the discussion. In an attempt
to protect their neighborhood from perceived negative
change, these individuals advocate for public policy and
regulations—and actual physical change—intended to
codify and create their (individually) desired views and
ideas about the past.
Henri Lefebvre (1991) discussed the control of hegemony as the social negotiation of power and space: “(Social)
space is a (social) product” (26). Further, he argued that:
No individual or entity may be considered ultimately
responsible for production itself: such responsibility
may be attributed only to a social reality capable
of investing a space—capable, given the resources
(productive forces, technology and knowledge, means
of labor, etc.), of producing that space. Manifestly, if
a countryside exists, there must have been peasants
to give it form, and hence too communities (villages),
whether autonomous or subject to a higher (political)
power. Similarly, the existence of a monument implies
its construction by an urban group which may also be
either free or subordinate to a (political) authority. It
is certainly necessary to describe such states of affairs,
but it is hardly sufficient … Inasmuch as the quest for
the relevant productive capacity or creative process
leads us in many cases to political power, there arises
the question of how such power is exercised. Does it
merely command, or does it “demand” also? What is
the nature of its relationship to the groups subordinate
to it, which are themselves “demanders,” sometimes
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also “commanders”, and invariably “participants”?
This is a historical problem—that of all cities, all
monuments, all landscapes (115-16).

The individual should not be so easily absolved of
responsibility in creating the space and social environment. Individuals operate as discrete units and as parts
of groups. The individual may choose to align with others
to achieve a cause or increase power, prominence, or
security. But, the individual still acts, creates, and understands. The individual—knowing and physical—remains
the causative force in human interaction and creation.7
Jonathan Raban (1974), a novelist and social critic,
extended this argument by noting that the city mirrors
the individual by explicitly and continually creating and
re-creating identity:
For better or worse, [the city] invites you to remake it,
to consolidate it into a shape you can live in. You, too.
Decide who you are, and the city will again assume
a fixed form around you. Decide what it is, and your
own identity will be revealed, like a map fixed by
triangulation. Cities, unlike villages and small towns,
are plastic by nature. We mould them in our images:
they, in their turn, shape us by the resistance they
offer when we try to impose our own personal form
on them (9).8

The social construction of identity, space, and communal groups inherently negotiates the simultaneous,
multilayered disconcert of competing values, ideas, and
meanings. Each individual or represented group aims to
assert power as a means to protect and ensure the continuity of their ideas and their selves.9 The cumulative
whole—the city, the neighborhood, the organization—
ends up reflecting many perspectives. Some will be
dominant, but the others remain part of the whole. Since
the dominance of the community exists only as a moment
in time, the temporal transition from one dominant perspective to the next remains active. The individual—as a
discrete entity, as part of a group, and as a product of the
group—seeks to define a hegemony that reflects the individual’s identity and supports the individual’s existential
survival.10
Whether immediate and existing or distant and idealized, history holds the promise of some desired place,
social relationship, and personal identity. In the example
from Pullman, individuals who own property or live in
the affected area challenge not only the reasonableness
of imposing restrictions on their future actions, but also
question the validity of history in a contemporary place.
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Neither response is illogical. Yet, how we—as preservationists, individuals, and communities—respond to these
conflicting understandings has been incomplete and
unsatisfactory. Arguments about the identity, look, and
feel of communities develop through our understanding
of history—the past, the present, and the imagined future.
VALUING SHOES AND IDENTITY
Our consciousness of history is central to the argument for preserving representations of the past. We often
identify buildings or places to be preserved because they
represent part of a specific interpretation of a past event.
The historian Carl Becker asked what, where, and when
are historical facts. He explained, “historical fact is in
someone’s mind, or it is nowhere” (Becker 1958, 48).11
History exists as “an intangible world, recreated imaginatively”; history does “not say anything, [does] not impose
any meaning. It is the historian who speaks, who imposes
a meaning” (ibid. 56). Similarly, Tomasz Pawelec (1989)
challenged that considering the ways history is understood had important uses.12 We should consider the ways
that understanding affects history and identity. Eight
types and subtypes of historical consciousness emerge
from considering the philosophy of history, Western preservation’s foundational texts, and real stories like the DSP
shoe trees. These types of historical consciousness provide
a framework for understanding how people use history—
and for rethinking preservation’s intention (see Table 1).
The stories about the shoe trees begin with empirical
(or self-observed) consciousness of the past. Individuals
with direct, personal knowledge and experience frame
what they know as listed facts. The fraternity members
retell the story based on the story they know. They link
themselves into that story as characters and through
the physical representation of their self through shoes
in trees. In an interview with me, a fraternity member
described the importance of the connection: “It’s kind
of cool to throw a shoe up there and it’s with tons of all
the other ones of people you don’t even know, but your
still connected with.”. For this fraternity member, he had
thrown his own shoes into the tree, saw them in literal
relationship to others’ shoes, and placed his self into the
context of the organization’s history. Fraternity members
also recognize each other’s shoes in the trees as part of the
story of their experience with the organization. In other
situations, empirical consciousness depends on a set of
established and defensible statements that are chronicled
or framed in resources or books. The listing of historical
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statements—and the recall or reference to those facts—
also establishes legitimacy for the assertion of historical
truth and the value of the past. In short, this type of consciousness attempts to state objective reality. Competing
historical consciousnesses conflict and challenge the primacy of one historical truth.
At the same time that individuals express their own
experiences, the shoe tree stories also pass into a wider
awareness based on second-hand knowledge and value.
This passive knowledge of history relies on the idea of the
past being easily recognized and used. History is recognized through un-critiqued statements of the past. The
suggestion that an idea may be related to the past is sufficient to give it credence. Individuals accept statements
about the past without challenge or with the objective of
constructing their own stories on the foundations of an
earlier version of the past. Fraternity members proudly
explained to me how their shoe trees were commonly
photographed by other students and parents. Members
of the community who engaged with the shoe trees as
consumers of its past remarked about how long it took
for so many shoes to accumulate, and recorded their own
connection to this past with photographs. The nine-yearold girl who retold the story of the shoe trees passively
accepted the shoe trees and their idea as part of her own
understanding of the neighborhood and the past. The use
and awareness of history blurs.
An important subtype of passive knowledge is nostalgia. Nostalgia goes beyond the passive acceptance of a
popular sense of history to idealize the general theme of
the past. For the shoe trees, the told stories emphasized
the relative age of the shoes. One fraternity member stated
in an interview: “I bet the oldest [shoes] up there are late
‘80s … so some old basketball shoes that probably could
be worth a lot of money if they weren’t thrown up in the
tree.” For this member, the connection to a time earlier
in his life (albeit the late 1980s when he was very young)
becomes an important part of the shoe trees’ value. He
connects the general sense of the past (relative to his age
and point in life) to the shoe trees. He is not making an
argument that the actual shoes in the tree have monetary
value, but that their age and connection with the past give
them value that a new shoe does not have. History’s uses
split from empirical truth to cover possible, complicating
motivations to what is understood.
Understanding and the value of history may also be
transferred between individuals to extend a stated value
of the past. Transferred consciousness specifically relies
on the generalizability of stories and traditions passed to
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HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

EXAMPLES

Empirical (or Self-observation) consciousness13 (e.g., scientific knowledge, observation, media dispersion, self-traditions)
(Viollet-le-Duc [1866] 1990; Boito [1893] 2009; Pawlec 1989; Winfield, Friedman and Trisnadi 2002; Nietzsche [1874] 1980), 15 (on
monumental history))
to measure, observe, or quantify history (e.g., to archive
information, mementos, or resources);
to chronicle;
to internalize history

Documentation using archival documents and other media to
establish historical fact.
Boito: archaeological conservation
Viollet-le-Duc: scientific restoration

Passive knowledge14 (e.g., mass media, communal traditions, individual acceptance) (Ruskin [1880] 1989; Nietzsche [1874] 1980,
19 (on antiquarian history); Riegl [1903] 1982, 32)
to consume popular or prosaic history;
to fetishize the “golden stain” of time (Ruskin [1880] 1989, 187)
Nostalgia (Winfield, Friedman, and Trisnadi 2002;
Barthel 1996, 1989)
to remember as generalized themes (e.g., idealized
past, superlatives)

Public celebration of past events as pageants with
minimal reference to actual past events (e.g., Fourth of July
parades)
Bronze plaques
‘Oldest’, ‘Historic’, ‘Olde’

Transferred consciousness15 (e.g., generational tradition, oral history, cultural behavior) (Morris [1877] 1996; Morris [1878] 1996;
Morris 1884; Pawlec 1989; Russell 2010; Riegl [1903] 1982)
to pass history between people (e.g., oral histories);
to validate through the immediacy of sources;
to borrow memories (Halbwachs [1950] 1980a)

Repetition of family stories during holiday gatherings
Documenting empirical knowledge through formal oral histories

Semantic knowledge (Winfield, Friedman, and Trisnadi 2002; Harvey 1990; Hodge 2011
to construct sign-meaning analogies outside of
temporal continuity

Morris: anti-Scrape
Creation of a sense of history to promote economic
social, or other objectives (e.g. historic tourism)

Moral consciousness16 (Ruskin [1880] 1989; Ingraham 2007)
to obligate or compel based on history and an existential state

Maintenance of a grave site
Refusal to sell property because the site has sentimental value

Theoretical consciousness (Nietzsche [1874] 1980, on critical history; Pawlec 1989)
to critically use, abuse, shatter, dissolve, and solidify the past
to structure human understanding and process

Ruskin: moral obligation to ancestors
Marx: History as capital
Kniffen (1986) or Glassie (2000): Cultural diffusion

Contemporary valuation17 (Riegl [1903] 1982); Winfield, Friedman, and Trisnadi 2002; Barthel 1989, 1996; Said 2000)
to understand history as a statement of present values or identity.
Equating past events with current situations

Table 1. Types of Historical Consciousness.
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other people. A new individual accepts and incorporates
someone else’s understanding into her or his existing
historical consciousness. The immediacy of the source
legitimizes its truth without reference to other parts of
the past (e.g., a story told to me by you). With the shoe
trees, the fraternity members recognize that the story has
changed, but they continue to build and repeat the stories. One member explained the stories to me: “There’s
many different stories … one we get right now is it’s a
Founders’ Day tradition.” Each generation of fraternity
members repeats stories of the tradition to the newest
members. Yet, conflict between the versions of the stories
and understanding of the past creates potential strength
and turmoil.
The shoe trees held dual meanings for some fraternity
members. As is common with university-related monuments, throwing shoes in the trees was also, at least loosely,
associated with rites of passage. When a younger member
of the fraternity explained to me that the shoes signified
the sexual conquests of fraternity members, other fraternity members were visibly uncomfortable with the
statement. The meaning of the informal marker was being
contested and changing internally. The discontinuation
of the tradition based on the organization’s founding
resulted in new meanings being layered onto the old, but
the old stories still transferred forward into the future.
The stories and symbols associated with the shoe trees
also emerge as constructed meanings. Semantic knowledge of the trees’ past extends beyond discussions of the
past or identity to represent an idea free of time. Semantic
understanding of history may more readily be associated
with heritage tourism and packaged, created pasts, but
also exists within the shoe trees story. Members of the
fraternity proudly noted that their trees became the sign
for their organization. The members told me that other
students and neighborhood residents recognized their
house as the “shoe tree house” before acknowledging
their Greek letters. For the members, it was important
that individuals outside the fraternity recognized a key
piece of their identity—the tradition they associated with
their past, present, and future—as part of the fraternity’s existence. The fraternity members’ understanding
of their past (and its representation as the shoe trees)
became their symbol and definition.
Through all of these negotiations and variations,
individual consciousness of history develops a moral
status. The moral consciousness compels action based
on the singularity of truth or as a challenge to existence.
This understanding of history frames the past (and its
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protection) as essential. In the shoe trees’ example,
the moral consciousness of history placed fraternity
members and some residents of the neighborhood in
opposition. For the fraternity members, the shoe trees
represented their history, their identity, and their past.
The loss of the shoe trees would remove part of their past
and identity. To the fraternity, the shoe trees were no less
important than any monument marked by a bronze historical plaque. The words, communication tone, and body
language of members during interviews with me showed
that they felt the DSP shoe trees were equally deserving of
local landmark status. Some members of the community
were similarly ardent in opposition to the shoe trees being
part of their version of truth. They could not—or would
not—reconcile their understanding of the past with the
assertion of identity and past contained in the shoe trees.
They rejected the alternate history of the shoe trees as
lacking truth or moral standing. When the town mayor
stated, “College students should have standards too,” he
inherently implied that the shoe trees existed outside
the boundaries of some other, known, moral paradigm
(Nelson 2009). From this perspective, the alternate history of the DSP fraternity is illegitimate or otherwise not
acceptable. In either direction, the assertion of a singular
moral truth challenges the existence and value of others.18
A statement of value based on understanding the past can
be reduced to a fundamental question of existence of self.
Finally, historical understanding can exist in a purely
theoretical consciousness (or structure). This awareness
of the past structures or defines a broad understanding
or worldview through creating relationships between
the past, present, and future. Friedrich Nietzsche discussed this approach as the critical state of superhistory.
The individual views the past from an external position,
seeing its blindness, and then re-conceptualizes how the
individual lives.19 For example, Karl Marx structured
human relationships around a theoretical, historical
understanding of capital and power. He used the argument of the past to show patterns and progress. At a
smaller scale, writing an article about the understanding
of history based on the stories of shoes in trees fulfills
the definition of theoretical consciousness. More intimately, an individual could define a worldview based on
awareness about the past and societal failings (e.g., racebased oppression). Theoretical consciousness requires
restructuring or explaining meaning that emerges from
the idea of the past. The contemporary valuation of the
past takes this theoretical structure further and frames
understanding of the past in terms of current standards.
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In both cases, the past is adopted as justification for the
present and future.
These eight types of historical awareness (empirical;
passive, including nostalgia; transferred; semantic; moral;
and theoretical, including contemporary valuation) coexist in everyday situations, like the shoe trees, and more
prominent preservation challenges, like the demolition
of Pennsylvania Station or debate over the phrasing of
quoted text on a national monument (“Farewell to Penn
Station” 1963; Huetteman 2012). Being aware of how individuals use, value, and understand history should affect
how preservationists choose to act.
ACTIVE STORIES AND LANDSCAPES
Humans recognize and create markers of history as
active and real parts of cultural landscapes. Historical
consciousness drives these actions to preserve (and recreate) the past. A historical marker may be a memorial
statute, a contemporary sign noting boundaries or identity, or simply an everyday, functional space. The active
marking of historical understanding does not require
a brass plaque. As such a marker, the DSP shoe trees
became the representation for multiple perspectives
and identities. The shoe trees were understood as both
a communal, group statement and an individual assertion of meaning. These meanings and identities were
continually re-created, reproduced, and altered. Simply
declaring or denying a monument does not resolve
the conflicts between official versions of the landscape
(e.g., city government, university administration, preservation professionals) and “other” perspectives (e.g.,
fraternity chapter, individuals). The identities of people
involved must be continually maintained; markers of
history must be preserved to sustain those identities.
What, why, and how we preserve reflects and defines
us. Preservation is one way to foster the ontological security necessary for developing this self-identity (Grenville
2007).20 Preservation maintains an individual’s sense
of being or existing. Preserving a story about the past
outlines who an individual was as a marker for who the
individual will be in the future.21 Abstract self-identity
and memory are externalized through action, including use, creation, and protection of material culture. Yet,
individual and communal identity plays out through
material culture that “is not text or narrative but … a
transmitted and inventive production” that comprises
experience, symbolic practice, and action (Tilley 1999,
40). The transmitted sense of this collective production
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may not be limited in the way that Maurice Halbwachs’s
theory of collective memory maintains artificial ownership of memories within the authoring group (Russell
2006). In contrast, markers of identity and history are
social and political, and require the validation of others
to hold clarity. We mark memory with negotiated, fluid,
and physical reminders to ourselves and to others.
As active monuments or representations of people
and identities, the shoe trees are not finished entities. The
removed shoe trees remain part of the cultural landscape
in memory, myth, and remnants. It may be tempting to
assume that the meaning of a monument is determined,
set, marked with a plaque, and left unquestioned. In a
contemporary real world, a monument remains part of
the active negotiation of social relationships. As such, its
meanings are continually contested and challenged. Even
if the shoe trees had been recognized as a local historic
landmark, a plaque could mark only the trees’ meaning
at one point in time. In an active landscape, meaning
continues to change. Unquestioned dominance of a singular meaning requires denying the identity of others.
For example, if the shoe trees can only be a symbol of
a fraternity’s brotherhood, then the monument does
not allow for counter concerns about the aesthetic
nuisance of hanging shoes. Conversely, if the neighborhood’s visual cohesion is primary, then random shoes in
a tree are unlikely to be desired regardless of meaning.
History is not limited to “significant” events, people, or
places that are more than fifty years in the past (Sprinkle
2007). Limiting the marking of history and definition
of what should be preserved weakens individual identity, communal cohesion, and societal knowledge.
Alois Riegl stated, “modern man sees a bit of himself
in a monument, and he will react to every intervention as
he would to one on himself” ([1903] 1982, 32). The denial
of recognition or de-legitimization of a historic site rejects
the historical view of some individuals. Refusing to preserve equates to rejecting “other” history that is outside
our selves or that challenges our own identity. Although
the loss of history—and other individuals’ essential
identities—may be acceptable to any one individual, the
same loss challenges the very structure of community.
This struggle for identity within the community may be
as obvious as civil rights, or as obscure and dismissed as
shoes in trees.22 Preservation policy and regulation that
inherently or systematically favors one history is dangerous, but history is created understanding.23 If history is
going to be created, and identity reinforced or destroyed,
how that process occurs must be critically examined.
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Preservation decisions necessarily involve political
negotiation between individuals’ differing understandings and values for history. This recognition expands the
issues and concerns associated with preservation, but does
not mean that everything must be preserved. Instead,
preservation professionals and advocates face a broader
and more honest discussion about the multilayered situations that surround a given object, building, place, or
action. The expanded responsibility for understanding
the complexity of historical consciousness and its connection to individual and societal identities should force
us to continue thinking about different ways of acting.
Instead of a proliferation of brass plaques or a deep freeze
preventing change, preservation may move forward with
intentionally ephemeral approaches that acknowledge
changing memory, forgetting, and the potential trauma
from using and neglecting the past.
The recognition of traditional history in the form
of important people, significant places, or transformational events typically narrows the viewpoint to one
type of historical consciousness (or awareness). As a
result, the individual and social conception of history
collapses to fact-based, empirical knowledge of history
that can seemingly be accurate, simply understood, and
objectively preserved. Although this selective admission of history and preserved places eases the process
of regulating acts of preservation, it also destroys. We
end up preserving a selected, curated setting. The men
of Delta Sigma Phi deserved the equitable recognition
of their shoe trees, as much as the historic house down
the street. Their stories are no less important; preserving
this history does not require a formal declaration. The
fraternity, neighborhood, and individuals will develop
their own remembrances. The lost shoe trees may be
noted in their absence, but the lost individual pasts and
identity evade easy recognition. These hidden losses and
reframed identities present the greatest challenge for
preservation to address. The difficulty of that challenge
does not absolve historians and preservationists from
reconsidering how and why certain places are marked
as officially historic. History and preservation happen
irrespective of us. Nevertheless, recognizing the multiple roles of history in individual and community life
should prompt thoughtful, ongoing reappraisal about
how and why we preserve.

Bryan D. Orthel is a member of the faculty at Kansas State
University. He completed a PhD from Washington State University,
a master’s degree in historic preservation from the University of
Kentucky, and a professional degree in architecture from the University
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NOTE
An early draft of this essay was presented at the 2011 annual conference of the Marion Dean Ross / Pacific Northwest Chapter of the Society of
Architectural Historians.
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ENDNOTES
1. A similar sentiment was expressed by the New York Times editorial
board after the demolition of Penn Station: “Until the first blow fell
no one was convinced that Penn State really would be demolished or
that New York would permit this monumental act of vandalism … A
rich and powerful city, noted for its resources of brains, imagination
and money, could not rise to the occasion. The final indictment is of
the values of our society” (“Farewell to Penn Station” 1963).
2. In a different context, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels argued
that human perception of life and interaction expressed a dichotomy
between concrete and conceptual relationships. They wrote: “All
fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable
prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones
become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into
air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face
with sober senses his real conditions of life, and his relations with his
kind” (Marx and Engels [1848] 2010, 16).
3. Even the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s former tag line,
“History matters,” presented this simplified version to the public.
The meaning of “value” or “worth” is intentionally left open to
interpretation.
4. Like others, David Lowenthal (1998) separated history and
heritage as distinct entities. History retained prestige and truth while
heritage accepted the flexibility of human uses. Edward Said (2000)
pressed further in claiming that history was “something to be used,
misused, and exploited, rather than something that sits inertly there
for each person to possess and contain” (179).
5. Frederick Nietzsche described humanity as inherently historical:
“Then man says ‘I remember’ and envies the animal which
immediately forgets and sees each moment really die, sink back into
dark night extinguished for ever … the unhistorical and the historical
are equally necessary for the health of an individual, a people and a
culture” (emphasis in original, [1874] 1980, 9-10).
6. The original university gate marking the entrance to campus was
constructed in 1905, demolished in 1955, and reconstructed in 2003.
7. The individual exists as the primary actor either as a sole force or a
collaborative force (e.g., organizations, governments). James Duncan
(1980), a cultural geographer, argued against the existence of a
superorganic force that acted independent of human consciousness.
8. Ian Russell (2010) contrasts the idea of a historically arborescent
identity (linearly branching from a single source) with historically
rhizomial or mycelial identities (building and growing from multiple
sources). The city Jonathan Raban (1974) describes produces a more
mycelial, interdependent self than most individuals would acknowledge.
The decision of the individual is discrete, but not unconnected.
9. Anthony Giddens (1991) argued that the modern, existential “self”
creates and maintains its coherent narrative of identity through
continuous effort.
10. Michel de Certeau (1984) described this as a hidden system
of production that disguises the impact of the individual on the
creation of the whole.

14. Alois Riegl ([1903] 1982) identified an age-value of monuments as the
transferenceofhumanfrailtyandadmirablerecognitionoftimesurvived.
15. For example, Morris ([1877, 1878, 1884] 1996a-c) wrote repeatedly
about the need to avoid historicizing or re-historicizing buildings.
Instead, he argued that society should “hand them down instructive
and venerable to those that come after us” as the “very gifts our
forefathers left us”—the wisdom and knowledge of generations
passed to younger charges without bias ([1877] 55; [1878], 56).
16. For example, Ruskin ([1880] 1989) wrote: “I would say that if
men lived like men indeed, their houses would be temples—temples
which we should hardly dare to injure, and in which it would make
us holy to be permitted to live; there must be a strange dissolution of
natural affection, a strange unthankfulness for all that homes have
given and parents taught, a strange consciousness that we have been
unfaithful to our fathers’ honour, or that our own lives are not such
… when each man would fain build to himself, and build for the
little revolution of this own life only … it would be better if, in every
possible instance, men built their own houses … to stand as long
as human work at its strongest can be hoped to stand; recording to
their children what they had been, and from what, if so it have been
permitted them, they had risen” (179-81).
17. Alois Riegl ([1903] 1982) wrote: “It is not their original purpose
and significance that turn these works into monuments, but rather
our modern perception of them” (23-4). He stated that monuments
carried no eternal value, but had “historically contingent value.”
18. Other examples of the importance of moral consciousness can be
seen in the intentional destruction of valued historical monuments
(e.g., temples, shrines) that is intended to undermine culture and
project the superiority of another group’s truth and culture. See, for
recent examples, blade 2012; “Destroy the Idols” 2012.
19. Nietzsche ([1874] 1980) argued that this viewpoint frees
individuals from taking history seriously and lets the individual
shed perceptions of history’s control through transformational
change. That same change can eliminate the individual’s historical
consciousness and produce unhistorical people barely distinguished
from the unhistorical animal ([1874] 1980).
20. Maurice Halbwachs ([1950] 1980b) expressed a similar sentiment
when he wrote: “our habitual images of the external world are
inseparable from our self” (unnumbered).
21. On a similar philosophical thread, Henry Glassie (1988),
folklorist and material culture scholar, described this self-identity as
a masked consciousness and sub-consciousness that is “reflect[ed] in
the eye of the other” (66).

11. Howard Green (1999) also explained the role of social
construction in history’s development.
12. Pawelec (1989) provided a partial, but incomplete, list of types of
historical consciousness.
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13. Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc ([1866] 1990) approached
restoration as a “modern,” critical science with the goal to “analyze
the past, classify it, compare it, and write its complete history” (197).
Although Camillo Boito ([1893] 2009) condemned Viollet-le-Duc’s
approach because it allowed change and could remove parts of the
past, Boito’s fundamental perspective required the same scientific
base. He wrote: “The monument, in my opinion, loses, I repeat, all or
almost all its importance when the scholar can reasonably doubt that
the restoration has more or less altered its forms or added forms that
seem original” (Boito [1893] 2009, 72).

22.See, for example, Schein 2009; Lieb 2002.
23.See, for example, Harris 2005.
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